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siness portal

With the help of Kendox and TQS, the international timber wholesaler J. u. A. Fri-
scheis has placed its document management system on a modern, digital footing. 
What started as an archiving solution for paperless, revision-safe storage of all 
documents has now become a centralised business platform which helps to save 
time and paper as well as streamlining processes. 

J. u. A. Frischeis is a wholesale merchant with around 2,700 employees across 
58 sites in 19 countries which offers timber, inlays, boards, assembly units and a 
range of services. As part of its business operations, the company receives over 
two million documents every year, all of which need to be stored securely. Frischeis’ 
existing archive system stored invoices for the Austrian and German market in digital 
format, while its offices in other countries simply stored paper documents. “Our old 
IBM AS/400 spool file-based system was a very lean solution, but it was no longer 
suited to the times. It did not support the latest server platform releases, nor could 
it store other types of documents such as quotes, work orders or delivery notes in 
PDF format. We therefore started to search for a modern system which could seam-
lessly continue our revision-safe archiving operations”, said Markus Schlaghuber, IT 
services representative at J. u. A. Frischeis, describing the initial situation.

Wanted: flexible archiving system

“In the course of our investigation into a suitable solution, one of our IT suppliers 
put us in touch with Kendox. Following an extensive comparison with three other 
products and a practical demonstration from a reference customer, we chose the 
company’s InfoShare software”, explained Schlaghuber. “A critical factor here was 
the ability to integrate the old AS/400 platform and the existing InforAS ERP system. 
In addition, the system is easy to configure, supports multiple languages and can 
be expanded as necessary – and as a web-based system, it does not require any 
client-side installations. Kendox was also able to offer a simple solution for migrating 
the old archive. Finally, the provider’s on-site support and high flexibility were also 
important”, said the IT expert.

Going live in no time at all

The installation of the new archiving software, the move from the old system to the 
new one, and the creation of the interface with the ERP system took a total of just 
three months. At the start of 2012, the first stage of expanding the solution into 
regular operations began. “During the implementation process, we were able to re-
solve smaller bugs and set up the majority of the functions for ourselves. This was 
important, as one of our declared goals was to understand, operate and configure 
the system ourselves”, said Schlaghuber. Using single-sign-on registration, all em-
ployees in Austria and elsewhere in the world can now directly access the archived 
data through the ERP system. This means that by searching for index values (such 
as customer numbers or document reference numbers), they can quickly and easily 
find the corresponding documents in the central archive and gain a complete over-
view of customers’ orders. Thanks to Unicode, the Kendox system supports all user 
languages and also guarantees high data security. This is because the documents 
cannot be deleted before a given date – usually corresponding to the legally-defined 
storage period. Servers and their associated storage units are also securely opera-
ted in a data centre. “We are highly satisfied with the Kendox solution, as this open 
and clearly-structured system functions reliably, is highly scalable and offers a wide 
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range of functional and technical options”, said Schlaghuber, describing the benefits 
of the system.

Central archiving platform expanded

The next step was to work with Kendox to find a solution to automatically import and 
classify incoming invoices, such as those sent by email. “We wanted to achieve the 
same level of process optimisation that we had been used to for outgoing invoices 
for years, including fast document searching and retrieval, online access from a ran-
ge of applications, automation and – of course – a corresponding reduction in costs. 
In addition, many suppliers have already switched to digital invoicing. This meant 
that many invoices were already arriving in electronic form, giving us an opportunity 
to further optimise our processes”, said Schlaghuber. To find a solution to these 
challenges, Kendox brought its partner TQS and the relevant specialist departments 
into the mix. In order to streamline the invoice processing system, TQS implemented 
the SmartFIX extraction solution – a practical tool which automatically analyses both 
previously scanned paper invoices and those arriving by email, extracting all informa-
tion needed for further processing.

Integration server acts as data hub

Meanwhile, TQS also constructed an integration platform which used the necessary 
adapters to bring together all existing subsystems. This allowed optimal integration 
of Kendox InfoShare for DMS/ECM, the extraction solution SmartFIX, the ERP sys-
tem InforAS and the accounting software Portolan. The interface, integrated into 
InfoShare, also allows specific invoices’ account allocation details to be processed 
directly in the ECM interface. Kendox assumed responsibility for the ongoing ope-
ration of the basic system, as well as the support and the addition of several extra 
functions and interfaces needed to implement this design. “By interfacing with the 
Kendox web service, the integration server initiates and monitors all activities and 
processes within the document flow, from manual user tasks such as manual invoice 
approval, to completely automatic system tasks such as automatic status updates 
for individual documents. This means that we can carry out both automatic and 
manual accounting tasks, as well as vertical redundancy checks on the relationship 
between the ERP and accounting systems. Aside from all of this, all data sets requi-
ring processing are returned to the archive”, reported Schlaghuber.

More time, lower costs

Now, Frischeis holds all incoming and outgoing invoices in its digital archive, as well 
as quotes, work orders, delivery notes, contractor copies of the same and other 
contract-related documents. Every year, over two million documents are now stored, 
including over 60,000 incoming invoices. This means that the digital archive and 
central management portal also offers a number of other benefits: for one thing, 
Frischeis employees can now track documents throughout the process, work with 
them as appropriate for their permissions, and monitor all processing steps in full. 
For another, since the process of physically storing documents has been brought to a 
halt, it also saves space and reduces storage costs. “We previously needed around 
two hours per day to print, sort and stamp documents. Now, this time requirement 
has been reduced to a fraction of what it once was, and cancellations and correc-
tions have been dramatically reduced thanks to automatic recognition and security 
measures such as double-checking processes. Our team can now process more 
documents than before, helping to increase our sales. Another advantage is that the 
system is available at all sites through a web interface, allowing us to roll out updates 
and changes more quickly and significantly reducing both the amount of technical 
work required and the number of potential sources of errors”, said Schlaghuber.
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Kendox AG

Kendox develops modern, flexible and user-friendly standard software solutions for document and process management, legal-
ly compliant archiving, scanning, incoming mail processing, email compliance and digital files. The Kendox InfoShare product 
family is designed for on-site installation at the customer’s premises, or for use as a cloud service. Kendox AG’s head office is 
in Oberriet (Switzerland). Branch offices and other sales and consulting sites can be found in Vienna (Austria), Westheim and 
Oberhausen (Germany) and many other locations across Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Kendox works closely with a network 
of highly-qualified sales and implementation partners and supports hundreds of customer installations.

TQS EDV-Software GesmbH

TQS offers comprehensive solutions for archiving, workflow and communication management. The family-owned business based 
in Lower Austria relies on long-time expertise and proven solutions based on its in-house developed product line task-><-link 
combined with solutions from its partner companies. TQS is specialized in solutions around System IBM i (AS/400).
www.tasklink.com

Into the digital future

The successful integration project is now being rolled out across all Austrian offices 
and others worldwide. The next steps are to implement the various user languages 
and (in particular) to adapt the overall solution to meet local legal requirements. 
“This will significantly simplify international collaboration and avoid unnecessary pro-
cess redundancy”, said Schlaghuber confidently. Future high priorities include the 
subject of e-billing, since 60 percent of incoming invoices already arrive in digital 
format, moving directly into the workflow. “Alongside paperless document manage-
ment, HTML5 is the next big step for us. As one of the technologies of the future, it 
offers device-independent operation and mobile access to all relevant information”, 
explained Schlaghuber. The IT professional now believes he is ideally equipped for 
the future: “Since 2003, we have massively promoted digitisation within our busi-
ness, and the results have been of real benefit for years – for example in our online 
shop which has been in place since 2008, in our long-term use of EDI and of course 
our integrated digital document management processes. We have therefore created 
a unique Frischeis world within the IT sector. Kendox and TQS have been highly com-
petent partners throughout”, concluded Schlaghuber.
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